
An Introduction to

Nature’s Miracle Molecule
A Bioactive Polyelectrolyte

POLYFULMATE®ACID



A powerful organic electrolyte

Promotes electrochemical balance

Acts as an electrochemical donor or receptor

A natural free radical scavenger and antioxidant

Dissolves both inorganics and organic minerals and trace

Enhances nutrients and their uptake

Transport nutrients to target locations

Catalyzes enzyme reactions

Activates electron transport chain to promote target ingredient delivery

BPW Sciences LP
Presents Polyfulmate® - 
The Miracle Molecule
What is Polyfulmate®?
Unlike other fulvic acids, we have a patented, very light weight molecular fraction 
extracted from organic shale and humic / fulvic complexes. It is a natural bioactive 
biopolymer of polyelectrolyte acid type that has molecular combination of over 18 
identified fractional acids and organic compounds from ancient botanical sources. 

B e n e f i t s



Increases assimilation into the cells and the nutrients of the formula

Stimulates metabolism

Detoxifies pollutants

Dissolves silica

Synthesizes or transmutates minerals

Enhances the permeability of cell membranes

Increases metabolism of proteins

Catalyzes vitamins within the cell

Chelates all monovalent and divalent elements to which it is exposed



Benefits of Polyfulmate® 
fulvic acid is nature’s life 
restorer The 
Electrolyte Theory 

Fulvic acid is a natural organic 
electrolyte.

Balance, activate, and energize 
biologicalproperties of organic 
materials / cells.

Prevents cell disintegration and death.

Restores cell’s normal chemical 
balance and electrical potential

Powerful
potent blend

of Humic 
and

Fulvic acids 
Extracted from 
the most lush 

and fertile
areas deep

within the earth
- from Farm 

to Skin.
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Promotes 
Electrochemical 
Balance

Electrochemical balance is required for health in any organic system

Fulvic acid helps in fulfilling the requirement for balance

During oxidation – species losses electrons as donors

During reduction – species gain electrons as acceptors

Fulvic acid actively involves in donor / acceptor charge transfer 
mechanisms
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Fulvic acid enhances availability of nutrients and makes them readily 
absorbable.

This is because of the fulvic acid electrolyte chelation.

It facilitates inter-nutrient interaction and breaks them down to 
simplest ionic forms.

The metallic organic complexes have small molecular size and can 
easily penetrate cells.

Metallic ions
with Fulvic acid Cell Membrane

Nutrients in
Cytoplasm

Fulvic acid 
transports
nutrient through 
cell walls and
sensiAzes cell
membranes

Polyfulmate® Fulvic Acid
Enhances Nutrient 

Availability and Assimilation
Donor or Receptor



Living cells are single bipolar mechanisms, meaning that they have a positive and 
negative composition and work similar to a battery. Cells are made up of a positively 
charged acidic central core or nucleus, which is surrounded by the negatively charged 
alkaline cytoplasm. The components are separated by semi-permeable membranes. 
Each cell is a single structural unit that functions as a member of the total living 
organism. Polyfulmate®/Molecule 32® is a patented fractional acid that is used in our 
formulations as a Transporter and Delivery mechanism. Fulvic Acid (not to be confused 
with folic acid) is the light molecular weight, water dissoluble fraction of humic 
substances and has been found to be essential to all life forms for health.

The Polyfulmate®/Molecule 32® Fraction:
The Polyfulmate® molecule is a very light 
weight molecule ranging from 125 to 800 DA 
with an average of 250 DA and a nano size of 
from 70 to 125 angstrom. (Test method: mass 
spectrolysis) Polyfulmate® is a refiner and 
transporter of organic minerals and other cell 
nutrients. The following lists only a few of 
Polyfulmate® unique characteristics a related 
to skin care and cell health.

Polyfulmate™Nano
Technology

Absorptive Nutrient
Rich

Benefits of 
the Molecule32®

Formulas

For Skin Care 
and Assisted
Healing of
Eczema

Why we are different?



BPW Sciences
LP Clinical and
Field Trial 
Observations
Internal Use 
as a Mineral 
Supplement

Benefits
Increases energy
Alleviates anemia
Anti-Viral and acts as a
viral inhibitor
Aids in the reduction of
high blood pressure
Potentizes vitamins and 
mineral supplements
Magnifies the effects of 
herbal teas and tinctures

Chelates all monovalent 
and divalent metals
Is a very powerful electrolyte
Restores electrochemical 
balance
Stimulates body enzyme 
systems
Helps rebuild the immune 
system Polyfulmate®



Assists burns to heal with minimum pain or scarring

Helps hydrate dry skin and provides eczema relief 

Helps eliminate discoloration due to skin damage

Kills many pathogens, especially athletes’ foot, jock itch, etc.

Acts as a wide spectrum antimicrobial and fungicide

Treats rashes and skin irritations

Assists in the healing of cuts and abrasions

Helps insect bites, spider bites, stops pain thereof

Neutralizes poison ivy, oak, and sumac

Helps reduce pain and aids in healing pox pustilates, especially effective 
on shingles

Helps relieve joint redness, 
swelling and pain from arthritis

Helps heal acne and reduces 
scarring

Stops dry nose, that usually results 
in bleeding

Reduces old age brown spots

Reduces warts, calluses, and 
moles

Supports skin health by 
nutrification and pH balance

External Benefits

BPW Sciences LP Clinical and
Field Trial Observations




